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ABSTRACT 
The two main results of this note are: 
(i) The minimum number of multiplications required to multiply two 2 x 2 
matrices is seven. 
(ii) The minimum number of multiplications/divisions required to multiply two 
complex numbers is three. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [Z] Strassen showed that two 2 x 2 matrices can be multiplied 
using only seven multiplications without using the commutativity law. 
Hopcroft and Kerr showed in [l] that without using the commutativity 
law this number of multiplications is minimal. The purpose of this note 
is to show that the product of two 2 x 2 matrices requires at least seven 
multiplications, even when the commutativity law is used. 
We will use the notation of [3,4] as well as some of the results reported 
in these papers. In particular, we will need the following result: Let F 
be a field, let G be a subfield of F, and let x1,. . , x, be indeterminates. 
Every algorithm which computes $ = @x requires at least m multiplica- 
tions if there are m columns of CD such that no nontrivial linear combination 
of these columns with coefficients in G yields a vector all of whose compo- 
nents lie in G; where + is the (column) vector (C/J,, &, . . , I/Q) of the ex- 
pressions to be computed, @ is a t x n matrix with entries in F, and x 
is the (column) vector (xi, x2,. . . , x,). Moreover, the result holds even 
if multiplications by an element g E G are not counted. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
Let 
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be the two 2 x 2 matrices to be multiplied. The evaluation of an N-step 
algorithm cc is a function e,: { 1, 2,. . , IV} --f (j ~a,~,. , u22, b,,, . . , bz2j 
(where Q is the field of rational numbers) such that either e,(j) E Q U 
{all,. , a22, h,. . . , bz2} or else e,(j) can be obtained by adding or sub- 
tracting or multiplying e,(jr) and e,(jJ, where jr, jz < j. The algorithm 
can compute the product of the two matrices if there exist jr, jz, j3, jz such 
that 
e&r) = a&r + ar,&r, 
e,(jJ = a,,b,, f a,,b,,, 
e,(j,) = a,,b,, + u2,b,2 
If the jth step of the algorithm is such that e,(j) E Q U (all,. . . , az6, 
b . , b,,}, then it is 
2;’ step. If e,(j) 
called a data ste@ ; otherwise it is called a corr$uta- 
IS obtained by adding, subtracting, or multiplying 
e,(jr) and e,(jJ, then e&r) and e,(js) are called the arguments of this 
computation step. 
LEMM.~ 2.1. Let GC be an algorithm for multi$yiq two 2 x 2 matrices 
and let PI, p2,. . ., $,, be the results of the computation steps which aye 
multi$lications. Then for every step k there exist rational numbers yi, Y~,~, 
and Y:,~ (depending on k) such that 
*ii 2 ” 
e,(i) = YO + %ZY&, + t; I? yi,jai,j + 2 i Y:,jbi.l. 
z=1 j=l 
Proo/. By definition e,(l) EQ U {ur,r,. . ., u~,~, b,,,,. ., b,.,}, so it is 
of the desired form. Also, if the jth step is a multiplication computation 
step, then e,(j) = p, for some k. Assume that the result of the lemma holds 
for all steps smaller than 1. Then either e,(l) E Q U {all,. . , b,,}, in which 
case it is of the form defined by Lemma 2.1, or else e,(l) = e,(jJ & e,(jz), 
and by assumption 
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which proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let a be an algorithm for cowqkting the product of two 
2 x 2 matrices which has m multiplication steps. Them there exists an 
algorithm M’ requiring only m steps such that the arguments for each multiplica- 
tion are of the form ~~=I cfzl r,,jai,j + cTEl ~~zl y;lbi,j. 
Proof. Let u be a polynomial in the a,, j’s and b,,j’s, i.e., $6 E Q [all,. . . , 
bl. Define the mappings Li: Qla,,,,. . ., b,,e] +Q[al,l,. . ., b,,,]. 
i = 0, 1, 2, 3 by L,(u) is the constant term, L,(u) is the linear lemma, 
L,(U) is the quadratic term, and &(u) = u - L,(u) - Lr(u) - L2(u). 
Let e,(j) = e,(jr) . e,(jz) = u * u’. Then e,(i) = L,(u)&,(u’) + &,(u)(u - 
L&‘)) + L&J)@ - L,(U)) + (u - 4&))(~’ - L&‘)). L&+o(u’) is a 
rational number, L,(u)(u’ - L,(u’)) and L,(z4’)(24 - L,(u)) are multiplica- 
tions by a rational number (and, therefore, are not counted as multiplica- 
tions), so we can obtain an algorithm CC* from cx such that GC* has the same 
number of multiplications as CI and, if e,.(i) = ZL * u’, then L,(U) = L,,(zt’) = 
0. (Note that, if u is computed, then u - L,,(u) can be computed without 
extra multiplications). 
If L,(u) = L,(u’) = 0, then L,(u * u’) = L,(u,) * L,(zt’). By Lemma 2.1, 
if M* is an algorithm which can compute the product of two 2 x 2 matrices, 
then, for each i, 
i = (1, 2jki a,,bkj = ~0 + zg ~,;b, + 2 i yi,jai,j + k 5 YI,jbi,j. 
j=l z=L .1-l i=l 
Applying L, to both sides, we obtain that 
Let ~5~ = uui. u,‘; then we obtain that 
fi+ aikbkj =z y,L,(U,) * L,(u,‘) 
We can now construct the algorithm cc’ required by Lemma 2.2 by first 
computing, for each i, L,(uJ and Ll(ui’); note the no multiplication which 
is counted is required. We then use m multiplications to form L,(uJ . 
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L,(G,‘), i = 1, 2,. . ., nt, and finally by using only additions and multiplica- 
tion by a fixed scalar we obtain 
2 17% 
LEhIiVA 2.3. Let (al, a2, a3, ap) and (al’, a2’, w.~‘, x4’) he two heady 
independent vectors in Q”. Then any algorithm dzich computes both 
f~ = al,(H,b,l + K,bd + a&lb21 + a2b22) + a,,(ccyb,, + cr4bd 
+ a2&b,, + K4b22) 
and 
f:! = all(al’bl, + az’bd + a12(cr,‘b2, + cc2’b2,) -t a21(a3’bll + a4’b12) 
+ ada3’b2, + a.t’bd 
requires at least four multiplications. 
Proof. The expressions II and fs can also be written as 
fl = b,,(alal, + ~~a21) + bda,a,, + wd + b,,(alalz + a+4 
+ bda2al.z + w4, 
fz = b,l(cc,‘al, + a3’a2J + b,,(~,‘a,, + a~‘a21) -I- b,l(orl’a,2 + a,‘a,,) 
+ b2,(cc2’a12 + aJ’a22). 
Assume that only three multiplications are necessary to compute fl 
and f2. Then it follows from the theorem of 131 and [4] that as vectors 
over the rationals the vectors 
I 
a,b,, + oc2b,, 
I i 
xlb,, d- a2b2t 
1 L 
xgbu i- cc,b,, a& _1- a4b2, 
al’bl, + a2’b12 ’ al’b2, + or,‘b,, ’ a,‘b, I + Kq’b12 1 I ’ as’bzl $ cc,i’b,, 1 
are linearly dependent, and also that the vectors 
i 
alall + a3adl I7 / a2all + whl lJ [ ala12 + a3a22 I1 IaJa12 + cc4a,? x1 ‘a 11 + cql’azl a2’all + a4’azI aIral + a3’a22 ay’a12 + a4’az2 I 
are linearly dependent. Therefore there must exist four rational numbers 
‘I&r, %, zr, v2 such that 
385 
and therefore the space spanned by 
is one-dimensional, contradicting the assumption that (c(r, C.Q, aa, CQ) and 
(RI’, a?‘, aa’, Q’) are linearly independent. 
3. THE RESULT 
THEOREM 3.1. Every algorithm for nudtiplsing two 2 x 2 matrices 
repires at least seven multijdications. 
Proof. Assume there exists an algorithm using only six multiplications. 
Using Lemma 2.2, there exist six products p,, p,, . . , $, and twenty-four 
rational numbers Y$ i, jE{1,2}, k~{1,2 ,..., 6> such that 
” 
,tza&j =~~$J+~ Ci~(1,2). 
Let R be the 4 x 6 matrix 
p the (column) vector (p,, $,, . . . , p6), and e the (column) vector (c,,, c12, 
czl, cz8), where ci,$ = zf=, aikbkj; then Rp = C. The rank of R has to 
be four since no nontrivial linear combination of the c~,~‘s vanishes; 
therefore there exists a 4 x 4 matrix D such that (possibly after a permuta- 
tion of the columns of R and renaming the ~9~‘s) the matrix R’ = D. R is 
of the form 
Yl Sl 
L I. I YP sz Y3 s3 Y4 s4 
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Let DC be the vector e’ = (c;,, c;,, c;, , c;J, where then each cl,? is of the 
form G.ICII + dm.2cra + dm.sca,r + dm.lcs.2 for some m E (1, 2, 3, 4}. 
Each ~1,~ is of the form 
+ a,,(d,,ab,,, + d,,,b,,,) + azz(d,,&,,, + G&s,,). 
Since each c:,, can be computed using only three multiplications, it follows 
that dm,rbll + dm,2b1,2P dm.rb2.1 + drn,sbzs, dm,abr,r + drn.&r,s> dm,&,r + 
dm,&,z are linearly dependent and therefore that the determinant 
111  
~ :m., 
d ’ 
d::f i 
vanishes. 
Using Lemma 2.3, we obtain that at most one of the ri’s is 0 and 
at most one of the sits is 0. We assume with no loss of generality that 
rr # Oz, us # 0, and r3 # 0. Since D is nonsingular, the rank of either 
[ :!I: ?i] or ]:!I! ::I:] 
,. , 
is two, and we will assume that (d,,,, d1,2) and (d,,,, d,,,) are linearly 
independent. We may also assume that (d3,1, d3,2) is not 0, since if it is 
we replace D by 
XD 
and then D’R is of the same form as K’ (after exchanging the first and 
fifth columns, and?, and fis). Since (dr,,, dl,J and (dl.,, d,,,) are linearly 
independent, and (ds,r, da,,) is not 0, then either (d,,,, d,,,) and (d3,1, d,,,) 
are linearly independent or (d,,,, d,,,) and (d,,,, d3,.J are linearly in- 
dependent. Assume with no loss of generality that (d,,,, d1,2) and (da,,, d,,,) 
are linearly independent; so (dm,3, dm,4) = em(d,,l, d,,,) for m = 1, 2, 3. 
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Since each of the expressions cs’ - (s2/s1)c1’ and cs’ - (ss/sJcr can 
be calculated using only three products, it follows that 
Using the relations developed above, we obtain that (1) holds if and 
only if e, = eB, and (2) holds if and only if e, = es. Let c(, /J’ be such that 
(ds.r, d,,,) = cc(dr,r, dr,$ + P(d,,r, d,,s); since er = e2 = ea we obtain 
that (G,s, 6~) = +I,~, 4,) + P(k+ d,,,), contradicting the assump- 
tion that D is nonsingular. We have thus obtained a contradiction from 
the assumption that two 2 x 2 matrices can be multiplied using only 
six multiplications, which proves the theorem. 
4. PRODUCTS OF COMPLEX iVL?MBERS 
The method of proving the main result of the paper can be also used 
to show that at least three multiplications or divisions of real numbers 
are necessary to multiply two complex numbers given in Cartesian form. 
That is, to form (u + ib)(c + id) = ( ac - bd) + i(ad + bc) requires at 
least three multiplications or divisions of real numbers. 
Before proving this theorem, we note that it is possible to compute 
a complex product using only three multiplications. For example, 
nc - bd = ac - bd, 
ad+bc=(a+b)(c+d)-sac-bd. 
SO the three products which are formed are ac, bd, (a + b)(c + d). 
THEOREM 4.1. Every algorithm for computing ac - bd and ad + be 
requires at least three multiplications or divisions. 
Proof. Assume there exists an algorithm requiring only two multiplica- 
tions or divisions. Let PI, ;hs be the result of these multiplications or 
divisions. Assume that fir was formed before jn, so, though ~3, may depend 
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on pi, pr is just a product or quotient of linear terms. In a way similar 
to the proof of Lemma 2.1, it can be shown that 
ac - bd = r,fil + Y&~ + yga + r,b + r5c + red + r7, 
ad + bc = slpl + s2p2 f s3a + s,b + s5c + @ + s7 
for some rational numbers Y%, sj, i, i = 1, 2,. . , 7. Since at least two 
multiplications or divisions are required to compute ac - bd, it follows 
that ye f 0. Similarly we obtain ss # 0. Therefore 
a c---d -b d+;;c - rl--sl PI+- ~3---_~ 
( 1:) ( y:)-( L:) ( ::)a 
Consequently the expression a(c - (~s/ss)d) - b(d + (r2/s2)c) can be 
computed using only one multiplication or division. This implies that 
c - (rJs,)d and d + (rz/sz)c are linearly dependent. Therefore 
which is a contradiction. Therefore at least three multiplications or 
divisions are necessary. 
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